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WEEK 1 

1. Introduction: Arrangements & context 

Larger goal 

- Digital marketing evolves much too rapidly to have an up-to-date and hands-on course 

o Tools and approaches change quickly 

o Academic insights about newest techniques not readily available 

Contents 

- Introduction to digital marketing: place within the marketing communication mix, objectives, 

reach versus relevance 

- Overview of available media and techniques 

- Social media marketing 

- Online behavioral advertising & power to the consumer (WOM) 

- Native advertising, stakeholders & ethics 

- From personal branding to political campaigning 

Exam 

- Certificate from a digital marketing platform → submitting via Toledo 

o Due data = day of the exam 

- Exam = open book 

o Multiple choice 

o Short answer 

o Short essay 

o On the computer 

Context: Digital & Marketing 

- Online/digital 

o Everything digital could be part of this course, but we focus on the larger media and 

platforms, where the aggregate effect on individuals and society is substantial. At the 

same time, we take a systems approach, trying to understand evolution dynamics in 

digital media marketing, such that you’ll be able to also understand the rise of new 

techniques, platforms or even media 

- Marketing 

o Focus on marketing communications, because this best fits the communication 

sciences expertise and because this is what consumers and most marketers deal with 

- Digital marketing is a thing in itself that changes how reality works 

o Has an effect on consumers 

- For a lot of people it’s privacy problems 

Ad blockers 

- 5 years ago, almost everyone was using ad blockers and the rest just didn’t know how 

- Why did it evolve? 

o Nowadays ads are more interesting and relevant 

o Websites and services adopted to ad blockers 

▪ F.ex. Some platforms: no entry without ad blockers → that’s why some 

people are now using it on some devices or apps 
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2. MarCom Mini Course 

2.1 MarCom media and tools 

 

- Marketing communication always needs a medium to transfer the communications 

- Above-the-line vs. below-the-line media: explains quite a lot about how the marketing world 

still works 

o Above-the-line = mass media 

▪ Got a separate kind of deal: the cost to place this ad somewhere, defined the 

price of the ad 

• 15% of the placement cost was how much it costed to create the ad 

• Advertisement agencies wanted to work for mass media because it 

was big money 

• Today still a lot of budgets go to placement: paying for people to see 

your ad 

• Only a fraction of the budget goes to the creation of the ad 

▪ Big agencies focused on above-the-line 

• You still see that they are supposed to focus on the entire spectrum 

(f.ex. 360° advertising), but they prefer mass media advertising that 

isn’t targeted 

o Below-the-line 

▪ They put a price to it and in case clients wanted them to do it, they let an 

intern do it 

▪ A lot of these examples ended up in niche advertising 

• F.ex. Brand websites, fan pages 

▪ Targeted advertising doesn’t fit that well anymore, most of the advertising is 

focused on mass media. Rather targeted on content instead of people. 

• Digital marketing = targeting on people! → Doesn’t fit the historic 

element 

- Paid media vs. owned media vs. earned media 

o Paid media = paying a medium to host your ads 

▪ All the above-the-line media + couple more 

o Owned media = you have a bit of control 

▪ Also costs a little bit of money, f.ex. a server to run your website 

▪ F.ex. Sales: chatbots 

o Earned media = everything what happens without you having actual real control 
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▪ Word-of-mouth, press, influencers 

• The massive success of influencers has evolved in would-be 

influencers: they are doing the stuff influencers are doing in the 

hope they will be paid like influencers 

- Right column are all competitors 

2.2 MarCom: branding, campaigns 

- Branding 

o A long-term strategic perspective on how to build, grow and maintain your brand 

value. MarCom should always serve the brand strategy 

- Campaign 

o A strategically planned chronology and collection of MarComs with a common 

creative appeal and an appropriate communication strategy and budget planning per 

medium 

▪ Keep the individuals in mind 

- Sometimes sales isn’t agreeing with the marketing team 

o Sometimes marketing is also choosing the shortcut (f.ex. Ferrero scandal) 

- Digital marketing is mostly campaign 

o Quite short term + very ill suited for some things 

▪ With branding you have to test whether your brand is increasing, you can’t 

do this with digital marketing. You need market research to test brand value. 

2.3 MarCom dynamics: reach vs. relevance 

- Cf. Elaboration Likelihood Model – Petty & Cacioppo 

 

o Peripheral = reach = system 1 = unconscious 

o Central = relevance = system 2 = conscious 

o F.ex. If you increase relevance, the likelihood increases that people will process a 

message attentively 

o F.ex. More attentive + strong message you like / interesting ad = more positive 

attitude 

o F.ex. More attentive + message you don’t like / stupid ad = more negative attitude 

▪ F.ex. Paying attention to speech of politician you don’t like → afterwards 

even more negative attitude 

o Many of the peripheral cues make it more positive 

▪ Repetition is the strongest way (f.ex. logo) 

- Cf. System 1 vs. System 2 - Kahneman (Thinking fast and slow) 
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o System 1 = fast = unconscious thinking and behaviour 

o System 2 =  slow = conscious thinking and behaviour 

o F.ex. Learning to drive with a car 

▪ Your mind is in overdrive to shift: system 2 

▪ Once you’re used to driving a car: system 1 

o Everything communication and language related is completely drowned in automatic 

thinking (system 1) 

- Reach 

o Hardly noticed peripheral cues affect us, certainly when repeated over and over 

again 

o Byron Sharp (marketing professor): “distinctive assets” (can be a brand logo) + 

“constant availability” (being present as often as you can) → this will grow your 

brand 

▪ You also see this in supermarkets: popular products sell better than non-

popular products 

▪ Constant availability: it’s also opening your cupboard and seeing your 

favourite product for breakfast 

- Relevance 

o The best way to make consumers attentive of your message is to make it relevant. 

This will make people cognitively involved in the message 

o You can use tricks 

▪ F.ex. Using your first name → feels more personal → triggers attention 

o But you can also use reality 

95% of MarCom is Reach (80%) vs. Relevance (15%) 

- Media cost: higher reach or higher relevance per reach = more expensive 

o TV in Belgium cheaper than in US: we have smaller audience 

▪ But for 1000: in Belgium more expensive: more relevant 

o Mass medium with relevance = golden 

- Most “new” media start from the relevance position (e.g. content marketing on Facebook 

with organic reach) and, if successful they change into reach media (Facebook turned into a 

big traditional ad platform) 

o Instagram as well: no problem with influencers because they are good for the 

platform 

- Brand typically evolve from relevance-based niche players to reach-based big companies 

o Smaller companies: they know the story behind the brand  

→ can tell a story = relevance 

o When they grow: they don’t expect customers to know the story 

- MarCom objective: a lot of reach (recall, top of mind awareness, visits on site, followers on 

social media accounts ..) and a bit of relevance (word of mouth, loyalty, …), usually 

structured in cognitive – attitudes – behavior 

- Targeting: large segments (reach) versus narrow prospects (relevance), but “targeting is 

overrated” (Ritson) 

o You focus on big groups 

o Targeting means you split up the whole population in sub samples and then you 

choose the target group 

▪ But if your target group is very small, you’re missing out on a whole group 
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2.4 In summary 

 

- 2 types of potential characters 

o Dormant people: they don’t know they’re potential customers 

o Activated people: they are already interest 

▪ Inbound: when these people are on your digital doorstep → you have to 

bring them in 

2.5 Train yourself 

- EXAM: When confronted with a (new) MarCom example 

o Categorize paid – owned – earned costs and potential 

o Analyze the degree of reach and relevance it has 

o Compare this with potential MarCom objectives (cognition, attitude, behavior) 

o Evaluate how much it makes sense 

2.6 MarCom stakeholder groups 

Introduction 

 

- Advertisers want to persuade consumers and need “media” to reach them. Media need 

advertisers for revenue 

- Tensions/actions from one group can affect both other groups 

o E.g. dissatisfied customer can blame the medium and/or the advertiser 
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The challenge? A win for all 

 

Systems thinking and stakeholder marketing 

Seeing wholes rather than parts, patterns, connections, evolutions 

 

Traditional marketing 

- Brand → customer = B2C marketing 

- Medium → customer = B2C marketing 

- Medium → brand = B2B marketing 

o Medium tries to sell its services 

 

Stakeholder marketing 

- Hillebrand et al. 
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Stakeholder marketing & systems thinking 

 

- Train yourself in reflecting on stakeholder relations in digital marketing: identify the 

stakeholders, the stakes and the interrelations 

- F.ex. Spotify 

o Stakeholders 

▪ Artists 

▪ Users 

▪ Record labels 

▪ Advertisers 

▪ Platform itself 

▪ Employees 

▪ Regulators 

▪ Radio/newspapers 
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▪ Social media 

▪ Streaming 

o You have free vs. premium 

▪ They advertise themselves on Spotify → they are basically saying that ads 

are stupid 

- F.ex. Influencer marketing 

o Influencers on Instagram → this causes Instagram losing the brand itself 

o But Instagram has something to win with it: we’re spending more time on Instagram, 

scrolling more on our timelines so more chances to put ads in there 

o Influencer agencies 

o We’re all creators, but even more readers 

▪ F.ex. Reading reviews 

3. Digital Marketing Threats 

3.1 Does digital marketing make sense? 

- Is my target group online? Yes 

- Is “digital” relevant for my product/brand? Probably 

o Today even tv’s are digital 

Everybody is digital 
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- Average use of social media 

- The younger, the more intensive usage of social media 

- Corona-impact: resulted in much more use of digital devices 

- You still see ads on TV with QR codes: doesn’t make any sense 

3.2 Inside threat: e.g. Cambridge analytica “gate” 

- They profiled a lot of people individually with their Facebook accounts 

o Behind it was a marketing research strategy to segment the general worldwide 

audience 

- It didn’t affect the Facebook stocks: they only grew 

- Something similar happened with Zoom: privacy issues didn’t really affect the stock market 

3.3 Real thunder clouds over digital marketing? 

 

- Turning point in 2015-2016: more money spent online than in any other category 
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- Couple years later: online has more than half the money spent on advertising worldwide 

- Where does the money go to? 

o Digital advertising is quite cheap → a lot of money goes to cheap ads → expansion of 

amount of ads that are targeting us → constant stream of advertisements 

o Sponsored ones much more expensive 

3.4 In favor of digital marketing: metrics 

 

- If you have one satisfied loyal customer → they will reach a lot of people 

o That’s why they expand the funnel here 

- For all those different stages, there are different techniques 
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3.5 A prominent threat is an internal one rather than external 

- Most of the threats are coming from inside instead of outside 

- Highly measurable but… 

o Focus on behavior 

▪ F.ex. How many people clicked on your ad? Interacted with it? 

• Nowadays 0.2%, many years ago 60% 

▪ So we focus strongly on it, but people don’t react with it like before 

o What about those two other strong marketing metrics? Cognition & attitude 

o And how do the metrics compare to traditional advertising metrics? CPM (Cost per 

thousand) – GRP/TRP (Gross rating point: the reachable audience /  

- Death by KPI 

o Strong branding but no focus on sales 

o You can also have a KPI in mind but you cannot measure it, then you measure 

something that’s easily measured and you forget your initial KPI 

▪ F.ex. Click throughs: the amount doesn’t really matter. It’s a specific group of 

people who click ads. Also people who don’t click that buy 

3.6 Another stakeholder perspective: tensions within marketing 

- Traditional marketing 

o Mainstream media, CPM (cost per 1000 exposures/impressions), focus on exposure, 

reach estimations, long term media planning (you buy your tv spots well ahead), big 

campaigns with big budgets, market research 

- Vs. Digital marketing 

o Couple of big platforms, hundreds of emerging platforms and techniques, CPC (cost 

per click), here-and-now, … 

o Much more fragile and agile: you can react quicker on ideas 

o Black box: no one to call to when something goes wrong → 20, 30 parties involved 

▪ F.ex. Advertisements go where people go → advertising on relevance 

parameters 

• Your ad can end up on a porn site, on an anti-vaccine website 

• But also advertisers that withdrew from good sites that were 

promoting for governments, just when they needed it the most 

3.7 Danger, cf. Koen Pauwels 

- Text 
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- Campaigning = for here and now effect 

- Branding = long term 

- To survive on a long term, you have to keep branding in your mind 

- But if the platforms aren’t tailored to long-term attitudes, they get a sales aspect: 

focused on selling now 

Unilever & Procter and Gamble 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- They were complaining about the black box on the advertising side of digital marketing 

o Not sure if there were people behind the screens 

o A lot of internet behaviour are computers and robots 

- Maybe you saw the ad, but you weren’t truly watching 

o Banner blindness: physiological it’s not possible but due to the experience, people 

can try to skip ads when they see them 

o You get an idea about which parts of your website aren’t relevant because of the ads 

→ you skip them 

- TV: you can have an idea about how many people saw your ad 

- Articles: they wanted to withdraw their money from digital advertising: mainly from banner 

ads 
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o Heavy stuff 

o They didn’t withdraw it from influencer marketing, SEO 

4. Issues 

4.1 Introduction 

- Viewability Standards 

o You pay based on what companies like Google tell you about the amount of people 

that saw your ad 

o If you don’t agree, you have a problem because there’s only a handful of people who 

you can play with 

- Ad Fraud 

o Russian bots 

- Exposure and Interaction Measures 

4.2 “Programmatic” advertising 

- By 2016, already 50% of the traditional banner ads were already in the system of 

programmatic advertising rather than in traditional advertising 

- Programmatic advertising = a bidding system where you don’t simply say that you want your 

ad to be placed on a website and you ask the host of the website how much it costs → you 

say you have an ad campaign and you say how much it’s worth to you to score that high on 

relevance parameters 

o Every party does this: so once a user clicks on a link and before the new web page 

opens, a lot of thing happen in the background: all these bids from different 

advertisers are pulled together. They are compared with one another. 

o The parameters are measured: the context parameter of the website (how well do 

they score on the relevance parameters that the advertisers want) and the user 

parameter of the user (how well does the user score on the user relevance 

parameter that the advertiser want) 

o Within the combination of bids and relevance, the topics are chosen and their ads 

are put on the website 

o Moreover there’s a system monitoring how well the ads are performing 

▪ Well performing: at least quite a lot of people hover their mouse on the 

website (that’s considered as a view) 
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Pritchard 

 

- They want something else 

- Programmatic advertising has boomed the last couple of years and there are still problems 

going on, so they didn’t really get it 

Re-evaluating media report (Toledo) 

 

4.3 Media are internal competitors 

- Each time there’s an internal threat, external 

stakeholders will try to make money of it 

- They are all competing for the consumer’s attention 

and the advertiser’s dollars 

- F.ex. If Facebook messes up, TV stations / 

newspapers are happy 
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- F.ex. A lot of newspapers will be bashing Twitter because they are competing 

- F.ex. Netflix banned from advertising on Disney Channel 

4.4 “Digital” has two faces 

- Reach 

o Display banners 

o Social media advertising 

o Viral marketing 

o Native 

o Celebrity influencers 

o Got criticized by Pritchard a lot 

- Relevance 

o Search (SEO/SEA) 

o Content marketing 

o Direct (mail, social) 

o Vloggers/bloggers 

o Expert influencer marketing 

o Online PR 

o Also got more criticized increasingly by advertising agencies 

4.5 Media development and advertising 

- A medium starts typically from a relevance phase and then moves over to reach phase 

o There you see reinforcing loops where each time they try to make themselves a bit 

more relevant 

- If you’re very small → your only option is being relevant 

o You have so little contact points that you have to make these contact points matter 

- Once you grow and you have a higher reach → you can do an economy of scales thing: you 

are so big that advertisers will want to pay you to use your reach to a wider audience 

o If you have audience → you are settled 

o + if you are relevant → you earn the most 

- Relevance phase 

1. New technology aimed at early adopters 

2. Technology develops and gains popularity, attracts marketing attention 

a. Then people start doing content marketing: marketeers investing time and content 

b. The platform is happy that people are putting funny or interesting content on it, 

because then they don’t have to do it themselves 

3. Innovative marketers try to make use of the platform and its native persuasive powers, 

which further boosts popularity 

a. Medium is almost there: a tipping point 

b. F.ex. TikTok 2 years ago 

- Reach phase 

4. Technology becomes mainstream mass medium and switches to traditional paid media 

marketing model 

a. You can buy your ads 

E.g. The internet 

- 1960-1990: tech development of ARPAnet, internet, email, … 

o Couple of nerds that individually knew one another 
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- 1990-1197: sudden commercial growth with lots of dot.com startups, often without a clear 

market strategy 

- 1997-2000: still small market but with development of mainstream players: more clear 

market plans. Yahoo!; amazon.com; eBay; Google; … 

- 2000-2010: change to a mature medium with traditional paid media (and surely, we saw the 

development of submedia since then, often following similar dynamics) 

o Reach phase: here’s a bag of money, please place our ads where you have reach 

E.g. Facebook 

- Started as an online yearbook for students: “The facebook” → very relevant 

- Crossover to other universities; domain facebook.com; initial commercial exploration 

- Worldwide success with content marketing as a result (no revenue for Facebook); a bit of ad 

money 

o Facebook made you addicted 

- Growth to a real media platform that sells ad space and hardly offers free/organic reach to 

commercial parties 

o Facebook made sure marketers got addicted and were willing to pay now 

E.g. Instagram 

- Also evolved to a real media platform 

o Even to a retail platform 

E.g. New guidelines influencers 

- Belgium launched new general guidelines in April for influencers or content creators 

- 3 years ago they made a mistake: the governmental agencies for finances and taxes all of 

sudden had guidelines for influencers without contacting/consulting the influencers 

o It’s important that you take them into account 

o Smits thinks they made the same mistake again now 

- Guidelines: 

o Content creators have to be quite explicit that it’s influencer marketing 

o It must be upfront: you must see the influencer hashtag 

o They can no longer say they’re a person, they have to say they’re a company 

- That learns us that influencer marketing is now in the last stage 

4.6 But third-party cookies are bound to disappear 

- Another one of these black box things and internal threats 

- Third-party cookies = tracking pixels on your website that actually capture information and 

send it to a third party  

o Facebook pixel is best known one 

o You can put a piece of code on your website that tracks behaviour of users on your 

website. This sends this information to this person’s own Facebook data. So on 

Facebook, you will be able to advertise better with that information 

o So Facebook is collecting the data from your website 

o Europe is fighting these third-party cookies 

o Facebook designed something that they can legally call a first-party cookie but it’s 

basically the same 

o This is going to cause a lot of the tensions the next years 
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o Stakeholders neglected: Facebook and advertisers are happy but users and 

government are neglected 

- Browsers like Safari and Firefox were first to block them; GDPR and California Consumer 

Privacy Act (CCPA) are in line with that idea; Google ecosystem will drop them 

- But they are replaced by other digital marketing techniques, some high-tech (data sharing 

without privacy issues; first party pixels), some low-tech (e.g. more influencers)  

- Again: stakeholder food for thought! 

- Third-party cookies have to disappear, they can only be first-party cookies 

4.7 A synthesis 

- Article 2014: Challenges and solutions for marketing in a digital era 

o The article is still relevant today: some challenges even became bigger than smaller 

- The internet became one of the important markets to trade goods and services. At the same 

time its complexity grew (e.g. now: no transparent ad stakeholder model; blockchain). 

o By now the most important market + complexities only grew 

- The lack of transparency in the “media supply chain” (cf. Pritchard) of the digital marketing 

decisions became a virtual thing. This is problematic. 

o Only then they realized they are also on the losing side 

- Explosion of owned media (websites, social media, SEO), but also paid media & earned media 

- Apart from B2C & B2B we saw a boom in C2C communication (customer to customer). Online 

consumer reviews, influencers and other eWOM (word-of-mouth) are a reality, one that 

digital marketers have much less grip on than what marketing was used to have 

Survey among 777 marketers in 2014 
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WEEK 2 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Books 
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- Don’t fall for the trap: where do we get the best metrics from? → that’s where people are 

- In marketing typically the idea of a funnel: a metaphor of how you catch people to buy your 

stuff 

o First layer = where you have a lot of reach → you try to catch people 

▪ You don’t have a lot of attention of these people, so you just have to remind 

people that you exist 

▪ Focus on cognitions 

▪ F.ex. Online banner campaign (exception = retargeting campaign) 

o Second layer = more specialised media → you try to convert people from knowing 

your brand to liking your brand 

▪ Focus on attitudes 

▪ F.ex. Influencers, radio, movie theatre 

o Final phase → you try to convert people from buying intention to buying  

▪ Focus on behaviour 

▪ F.ex. Promotions = the final nudge / push 

- Isn’t always a sequential phase 

o F.ex. If you’re happy with your earlier sneakers, you can immediately go to the final 

phase 

- When you’re very satisfied as a customer, you start advertising yourself to people: one 

person can have a lot of impact on other people 

o Word of mouth = free advertising 

- Funnel shaped: the more you get higher, the more difficult it is to get out of it 

o There’s always drop out in every phase 

2. Digital marketing landscape 

2.1 Essential summary 
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3. SEO 

3.1 What is it? 

- SEO is short for search engine optimization. Search engine optimization is a methodology of 

strategies, techniques and tactics used to increase the amount of visitors to a website by 

obtaining a high-ranking placement in the search results page of a search engine (SERP) – 

including Google, Bing, Yahoo and other search engines 

- SEO is positioned in all three phases of the funnel: cognition, attitude, behaviour 

o Cognition: you can get to know the brand 

o Attitude: reading reviews: what do other people think about it? 

o Behaviour: where can I buy the shoes? 

- Search vs. surf mindset: people that are searching online, have an activated goal mindset 

o They want to spend a small time of their life to searching stuff → if your brand fits in, 

it’s your job to be present 

o Marketeers should really worry about losing people who are there without them 

having to put any effort in it 

3.2 SEO = a relevance medium: Let me Google that for you 

- It isn’t a reach medium, it’s a relevance medium 

o F.ex. We aren’t looking for sneakers on a daily basis 

- Website is the prime owned medium 

o The place you want to direct people to when they click on the link 

- SEO is the earned medium, providing goal-activated relevance 

o We do it a lot! Daily basis 

o Earned medium: you use tactics so another medium (the search engine) puts you in a 

preferred ranking position 

▪ They are talking about you, without you having to do something 

o If you deliver good results for Google, Google is happy → everyone = winning 
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- Conclusion: 

o Website = prime owned medium, the place you want to direct people to once they 

click the link in the search engine 

o Search engine = earned medium that you use 

Website has to be good 

- Your website needs to be on point 

- You need external parties to refer to your 

website 

- In the end artificial boosts won’t work 

Search engine model 

- Consumer: wants to have good search 

results 

o Compared to other types of 

marketing communication, the 

consumers wants advertising (f.ex; 

googling sneakers) → they want an attractive 

website to go to 

- Search engines: want to tailor to customers 

o The better they are as a search engine → the 

more likely they are to gather money with search 

engine advertising 

- SEO advertisers: wants to reach customers, but needs 

search engines to do it 

Optimizing 

- You need words and links 

Universal search 
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3.3 Zero click SEO 

 

- Some of the search results are labelled zero click search results: it explains everything in 

itself, you don’t need to click anymore 

o Sometimes you click the search result and you can’t find the info you need on the 

website 

- Zero click model runs against the idea of the stakeholder model 

o The consumer might be happy with it, but there’s no feedback from the consumer to 

the search engine 

▪ There’s no button: I know what I want, bye 

▪ Maybe even the advertiser doesn’t get any feedback 

o Might be problematic, search engines have been trying to fight it 

3.4. SEA: Search Engine Advertising (OR CPC, or SEM) 

High relevance, high cost 

- As a medium: expensive medium in CPM (cost per thousand / the price of 1,000 

advertisement impressions on one web page), but extremely relevant per view 

- Some advertisers say you have to advertise only once, in a moment that really matters: best 

moment = when there’s a relevant search string 

o But it doesn’t work like that, because they already need to have cognitions and 

attitudes 

- Within the medium: more wanted as an advertisement technique, hence more expensive for 

treasured keywords 

o Search strings that are often used = really expensive to advertise 
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- In Google: only a couple of cherished sponsored links 

o Google decides the ad rank of the people who want to sponsor 

▪ Combination of bid they place + quality score (Google assigns scores to how 

good your website works for the search strings people have) → this way 

Google can protect the quality 

▪ So you need a good website behind it → you cannot buy your way into 

success! 

- PPC = Pay-Per-Click, advertiser pays the moment someone clicks on the advertisement 

 

 
- Sometimes it takes time to bring people to your website 

o F.ex. Start-ups typically have to have a larger marketing budget if they want to 

outgrow a specific niche marketing 

o Once you grow: the world will start advertising for you 

- Highly targeted ads are very expensive but they work very well 

o You should take care you’re not outspending your profits 

- Full financial control: more transparent than f.ex. banner ads campaigns 

o You can really track every click – where they went on the website – how many clicks 

– where they stopped browsing the website 

o Full editorial control 
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To do 

- Optimize your ads 

o Cf. for SEO: working on title tag & meta-description tag 

- Converting clicks into customers 

o Think about where exactly you want the click to bring the customer to 

- Measure and test everything 

o And be knowledgeable about the limitations of this approach 

- Backoffice = a lot of focus on the content you provide the customer with 

 

- PPC is an efficient way to test keywords for SEO 

4. Website 

4.1 Essential summary 

 

- Maybe start-ups don’t need a website: a social media profile can be enough 

- Some websites have become a third-party platform for other companies 

o F.ex. Bol, Amazon and even Instagram is becoming a retail platform 

- In the long run you really need your own medium 

o Otherwise your paid advertising will always be necessary for that next buying 

behaviour: for every interaction 

o You need earned media (SEO) and owned media (your own website) to convert this 
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4.2 Cornerstone of digital marketing 

- Digital marketing should lead to 

o Offline KPIs: like brand cognition, sales 

o Online KPIs: traffic on your “website” 

▪ Traffic numbers = reach metric that is on the discussion table in every 

marketing team 

▪ People are rightfully focused on numbers: the more people follow you → the 

more likely other people think you’re interesting to follow 

• F.ex. Shops with a tool that shows their Facebook likes 

- But “website” became vague concept: think “client-centered” 

o Real website 

o Webshop 

o An entry on a third party’s platform 

o A social media page 

4.3 Website stakeholder media model (an owned medium) 

- Consumer doesn’t care how the website is made, is 

only interested in how it relates to his or her own 

needs / feelings / attitudes 

o F.ex. Teaching: there’s often frustrations about 

something being or not being on Toledo 

4.4 Personal branding 

- F.ex. A lot of employers don’t even hire or invite people if they don’t have a social media 

profile 

- F.ex. Your CV has to be different from your fellow students → LinkedIn = good place to 

differentiate yourself 

4.5 Death by KPI 

- Traffic to the website is a “nice-to-have”, but it doesn’t pay the bill 

- You need to have more than just a mildly interested group of followers 

- Website must lead to conversion (at least liking: putting you in the decision set) 

o Otherwise customers will drop out 

- Think about the people that drop out of your marketing funnel. Always an interesting 

strategy to look at your marketing efforts 

o If people are browsing your webpage (your inbound marketing medium) and show 

interest, then it is extremely disappointing to lose them due to the lack of conversion 

triggers 
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4.6 Words, words, words 

- The internet increasingly became visually dominant 

- But WORDS remain dominant (for now) 

o Keywords and content for everything search related 

▪ And remember that search plays the relevance dimension 

- Also for repeat visits and brand recall: dominance of words 

- F.ex. Domain name: catchy, easy to remember, global and local recognition 

4.7 Testing 

- Usability 

o Is it straight forward? In how many clicks can people get to the content they want? 

- Content 

- Testing before launch + continuous testing 

4.8 The retail website (or your retail third party platform or social medium – f.ex. Instagram 

shopping) 
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4.9 B2B website & the “stakeholder” website 

 

- Sometimes you have pages you hope you never have to use 

o F.ex. Crisis page 

o F.ex. Food brands: they have CSR pages 

5. Online advertising 

 

6. E-mail & direct marketing 

6.1 Essential summary 
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- Email marketing is too often considered as an equivalent of direct marketing → but email 

marketing is not the same 
o Whereas email marketing can be used for general targets = general outbound 

strategy 

▪ Can be not that direct 

▪ Just “Hi Tim” and then more about their new campaign 

o You can also use it for customer interactions that aren’t that direct 

- Direct marketing is often used for already existing customers: to make them return to your 

brand or to bring customers who are already in your dataset to a new buying occasion → 

boosting attitudes, strong sales focus 

o F.ex. Birthday email with a personal gift or discount 

6.2 Direct marketing (+ general marketing & newsletters) 

- “Personal” communication – possibly more relevant 

- Offline: direct mail, call centers (nowadays a bit more difficult because of phone 

registrations), … 

- Online: email marketing, but also chatbots (you have a specific question and this is personal 

info), WhatsApp or other direct media 

o A lot of direct marketing is happening in f.ex. Instagram 

- Characteristics: strong copy, use of conversational persuasive tricks, personalization and a 

call-to-action (CTA) → worth to work on the message 

o Subject, first and last sentence are very important 

- Often a strong B2B tool, if you have the correct addresses 

o GDPR made direct marketing much harder, certainly for B2B lead generation 

 

- Promotion inbox = once in a while you delete everything 

- But email marketing still gets opened → BUT you really have to do a good job 

o Credible emails, good subject 
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6.3 A/B tests (and death by KPI) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- You use different versions of your mail and then you check which one got the most clicks 

- Many of these services often have ridiculous statistics 

o F.ex. Sample sizes that aren’t well: 33 vs. 20 = not significant 

- MailChimp = good tool 
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7. Social media 

7.1 Introduction 

 

 

 

- F.ex. Donald Trump: “crooked” was changed to “fake” → marketing team noticed it was 

working better 

o You can trace this back to his Twitter activity and the response to that 
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- When a medium grows into reach → make sure the advertising also changes into reach 

o F.ex. Here we are: let’s find more about us 

 

- Social media ticks all the boxes of what digital marketing is 

o Massive reach 

▪ All the real big social media have a lot of reach 

o Relevant 

▪ F.ex. takeovers are ways to make a medium more relevant + a way to fix 

more data for your advertisers 

- “Changed a lot” 

o Ten years ago there was a drastic change 

o Now it’s a gradual change: it keeps on increasing 

- If they notice a drop in user-generated content, they come up with something new to make 

you interested 

- The technological backbone of social media is very complicated, but the communication 

structure is quite straight forward → there exist multiple models 

o One model = one way way speech 
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▪ People read it, but they don’t have to connect (Twitter) 

o Facebook followed this a bit with groups 

- One medium starts with it and if they are successful, it will be present in other media as well 

 

- Social media are brands as well 

- Very rapid growth 

o This was impossible 20 years ago 

 

- Until the middle ages, people used to have quite a lot of free time 

o Because there wasn’t the idea that you had to improve your life 

- Afterwards there were drastic changes with long working hours 

- After industrial revolution people started gaining more leisure time 

- Now we have a lot of leisure time and it’s very stressful because we have to keep up with all 

this social media 
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- In Europe, we’re often blind for social media that we don’t know but that exist in Asia 

 

7.2 Types of social media sites + uses (earned & owned) 

- Social bookmarking & social media submission sites: delicious, reddit, pinterest (stimulates a 

lot of buying behaviour) 

o Exposure, information/feedback on product/service, voxpop 

- Fora & discussion boards 

o Capturing negative comments, giving input, giving details, customer insight 

- Media sharing: pinterest, slideshare, Instagram, Flickr, YouTube 

o Pop-poll, own content distribution, influencers 

- Reviews & rating sites: epinions, tripadvisor, some webshops 

o Customer service, feedback, ads → listening to people 

- SNS: Facebook, LinkedIn 

o Ads, brand knowledge, Influencers 

- Blogs 
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o Big potential reach, deeper brand stories, influencers 

- Podcasts 

o Deep branding of services (more than products), scanning the field 

- Micro-blog & microvlog: Twitter, TikTok, all platforms with reels 

o Traffic, interaction, hypes, brand cognition 

o Short pieces of information 

7.3 Twitter & Elon Musk 

- Twitter is a powerful medium: lots of politicians on there 

- Elon Musk wants freedom of speech on Twitter 

- He paid 44 billion dollars to buy it 

- Perfect example of a lot of perspectives the professor tries to cover in this course 

- He isn’t personally buying Twitter because then he would have to sell a lot of his own shares 

(f.ex. Tesla) 

o There are other constructions: Twitter has to offer 13 billion dollar in the next couple 

of years: strange construction → so they will have to earn money 

▪ Makes clear that the stakeholder system is bigger than Twitter and its users 

▪ He believes in a fremium model (that more revenue should come from its 

users), but he also believes the fremium model is too expensive now (3 dollar 

per month) = ambivalent 

o 3 options: 

▪ Either you need more users in total and a couple of them paying for the 

fremium model 

▪ Or you need everyone paying for the fremium model  

▪ Or the fremium model needs to be more expensive 

o But it’s not going to pay for the 13 billion dollars so you will need advertisers 

▪ But who is going to advertise in the ultimate free speech kind of Twitter? 

▪ You don’t want to advertise next to really extreme political opinions that you 

think are harming society and your customer base 

o You need the kind of advertisers that spend a lot 

▪ Unilever, Procter and Gamble 

o All kinds of stakeholder thinking from in the medium perspective: you have to take 

into account everything and the win for everybody 

▪ It has to be beneficial for everyone involved in the medium 

- EXAM: he is going to sketch some kind of situation and then you have to reflect about the 

stakeholders 

o For which stakeholders is this a positive thing? For which ones a negative thing? 

What should they take into account while taking decisions? 

7.4 In general 

- Creation of “touchpoints” at places/moments relevant for the public; listening to public in 

their touchpoints with you 

- Implies a strong targeting on the medium, on sociodemographic parameters and on content 

parameters 
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8. Mobile 

 

 

8.1 Why smartphones have large screens 

- “It’s the economy advertising industry, stupid…” 
o Monetizing mobile media only works when screens are big enough to also host 

commercial info next or in between real content 

- E.g. Facebook survived a serious hit in the stock market when they finally had a good 

business model to translate the Facebook experience to a mobile one that includes ads 
o Nowadays we have sponsored posts which are ads in our timeline rather than ads 

next to our timeline 
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- Voice search: people using their mobile much like they would use Siri or Alexa 

- You ask one specific question and you only get one result 

o SEO becomes very important: people often don’t go past their very first result 

8.2 Mobile, so … location 

- Geo-based marketing, geo-fencing (you only advertise in a certain region), check-in apps 

- But also just clever stuff on a “location”: QR codes or NFC tags can deliver rich data 
o It doesn’t need to be technological: if they know we are here, it’s enough sometimes 

to trigger something so they know you are around 

8.3 Apps 

- Apps are extremely expensive to build and maintain. Plus there’s a leverage cost to make 

your app so popular that it becomes one of the handful that people use on a regular basis 

- Reach apps versus relevance apps (niche audience or niche behavior) 
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9. DOOH: Digital out-of home 

- OOH = Out Of Home = all the billboards etc you can see in the streets, shops, transport, etc. 

o Highest reach you can have as an advertiser when done good 

o Doesn’t need to be very expensive 

- OOH, but with digital technology 

o Video, multiple campaigns per display, context-relevance (time of day, location) 

o F.ex. McDo digital billboard: in the morning breakfast ads, at noon burger ads 

- But also data (eye-trackers, adaptive screens to segment on demographics, metrics) 

- Real-time-bidding 

WEEK 3 

1. Online behavioral advertising (OBA) 

- Aka of techniques: online profiling, behavioural targeting 

- You target people based on what you know they do on the internet 

o Not based on social demographic variables 

o F.ex. Browsing, clicking, your previous behavior tracked with cookies 

- Cf. Dynamic display campaigns, dynamic search ads, dynamic Facebook campaigns, 

retargeting, remarketing 

- Boerman, S. C., Kruikemeier, S., & Zuiderveen Borgesius, F. J. (2017). Online Behavioral 

Advertising: A Literature Review and Research Agenda. Journal of Advertising, 46(3), 363-

376. 

o This article offers an overview and looks at the issue of online behavorial advertising 

from a stakeholder perspective: tries to put everything in perspective + tries to 

explain all the different components 

▪ Although a lot of digital things are rapidly evolving, these changes aren’t 

causing drastic changes in how people are functioning 

1.1 Abstract 

- Advertisers are increasingly monitoring people’s online behavior and using the information 

collected to show people individually targeted advertisements. This phenomenon is called 
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online behavioral advertising (OBA). Although advertisers can benefit from OBA, the 

practice also raises concerns about privacy. Therefore, OBA has received much attention 

from advertisers, consumers, policymakers, and scholars. Despite this attention, there is 

neither a strong definition of OBA nor a clear accumulation of empirical findings 

o Nowadays: if you’re not monitoring → you’re out of business 

Cambridge Analytica (and others) 

- An idea originating from a university researcher. They realized there was a lot wrong with 

Facebook. Lots of quizzes that sent you to another website and you could repost your results 

on Facebook. But this way, all your Facebook data were grasped. 

o Cambridge Analytica captured all this data: conservative/progressive, stance on 

public opinion debate → 80 million people in US in database 

▪ They could target a lot of people based on this database: f.ex. marketing a 

political campaign to a certain target group 

▪ They could find out which marketing campaigns worked out well: a lot of 

market research without people realizing they were part of the research 

- They went from typical market segmentation (man and women, age groups, regional traits) 

→ to targeting (focussing on specific people: f.ex. two big political parties US) → retargeting 

(based on real online behavioral advertising) → to micro-targeting (cf. Cambridge Analytica) 

- Micro-targeting = problematic 

o Cambridge Analytica worked with f.ex. Trump, Brexit campaign, … 

o F.ex. Ted Cruz: if you vote for him, you’re probably in favour of the right of having a 

gun. But there are multiple reasons why people think this should be a fundamental 

right: because of the history of the second amendment (fight when you truly believe 

something is going wrong with the person in charge) vs. because of father to son 

▪ They were telling another story to these different groups, but with the same 

outcome 

How much black box tech do you need? 

 

- The computer just looked at our Facebook likes: 300 likes was what they needed to be as 

good in estimating your personality as your spouse 

- Conclusion: you don’t actually need much of the Cambridge Analytica stuff to really know us 
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1.2 Abstract (2) 

- This article defines OBA and provides an overview of the empirical findings by developing a 

framework that identifies and integrates all factors that can explain consumer responses 

toward OBA. The framework suggests that the outcomes of OBA are dependent on 

advertisercontrolled factors (e.g., the level of personalization) and consumer-controlled 

factors (e.g., knowledge and perceptions about OBA and individual characteristics). The 

article also overviews the theoretical positioning of OBA by placing the theories that are used 

to explain consumers’ responses to OBA in our framework. Finally, we develop a research 

agenda and discuss implications for policymakers and advertisers. 

o So the stakeholder model ends with how the consumer feels 

o Advertisercontrolled factors = how personalized do advertisers make it? 

o Consumer-controlled factors = how much do I as a consumer know about what is 

going on? + personality traits 

Reach & Relevance 

- OBA combines reach (massive exposure media / traditional online advertising) with 

relevance (targeting based on prior online behaviors) 

o OBA differs from other types of online advertising because it aims at personal 

relevance, which often happens covertly: without you really knowing it 

o Other types of personalized ads are more open: using the receiver’s name in an e-

mail, location-based advertising 

- The industry claims that OBA creates more relevant and efficient ads and boosts ad effects 

(Beales 2010; Chen and Stallaert 2014). However, the practice also involves collecting, using, 

and sharing personal data, and thus raises consumer privacy concerns. 

o But the trend is going downwards, because the approach isn’t used well enough 

▪ Everybody is doing it, so we need to do it as well → not that effective 

anymore 

- Therefore, OBA has received much attention from regulators, such as the U.S. Federal Trade 

Commission (FTC 2012) and European Data Protection Authorities (Article 29 Data Protection 

Working Party 2010), and consumer organizations. In response, industry alliances, such as 

the Digital Advertising Alliance in the United States and the European Interactive Digital 

Advertising Alliance, set up self-regulatory programs to protect consumer privacy and 

describe how to inform consumers about data collection and usage. 

o But they found out they’re not working really well, so now we have stricter rules → 

the business has to agree with them 

Definition OBA? 

- The practice of monitoring people’s online behavior and using the collected information to 

show people individually targeted advertisements 

Cookies 

“Recently, researchers found that the 100 most popular sites collect more than 6,000 cookies, of 

which 83% are third-party cookies, with some individual websites collecting more than 350 cookies 

(Altaweel, Good, and Hoofnagle 2015). These cookies allow companies to collect detailed 

information about millions of consumers, partly for use in OBA. To illustrate the magnitude of this 

business, Facebook has individual profiles of 1.65 billion people (Facebook 2016) and AddThis has 

profiles of 1.9 billion people (AddThis 2016).” 
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- ! “If the service is free, then you are the product” 

 

1.3 Proposed framework of online behavioral advertising (OBA) 
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Level of personalization 

Negative responses to higher levels of personalization correspond to choice theory, psychological 

ownership theory, and psychological reactance theory (Aguirre et al. 2015; Bleier and Eisenbeiss 

2015; Tucker 2014). These theories propose that people want to restore their freedom of choice, 

control, and ownership when they feel they are threatened. Highly personalized ads lead people to 

perceive a loss of choice, control, or ownership, and thus cause negative feelings and responses.  

Thus, OBA provides an external characterization of the self, leading consumers to adjust their self-

perceptions and draw on these perceptions to determine their purchase behavior (Summers, Smith, 

and Reczek 2016). Interestingly, these effects seem to occur only when OBA is accurately connected 

to past behavior. 

Informed consent 

Although inclusion of privacy statements disclosing the usage of cookies has increased (Miyazaki 

2008), such statements are seldom read and thus fail to inform consumers (Cranor 2003; McDonald 

and Cranor 2008; Milne and Culnan 2004). It would take a person approximately 201 hours per year 

to read all privacy statements for the websites he or she visits (McDonald and Cranor 2008); in 

addition, people are highly unlikely to understand the language of such statements (Jensen and Potts 

2004; Milne, Culnan, and Greene 2006). People tend to agree with almost all requests, or they simply 

ignore them (Marreiros et al. 2015; Zuiderveen Borgesius 2015b). […] However, advertisers can use 

other forms of disclosure, such as popups or text that explain OBA. 

Disclosures 

The Digital Advertising Alliance in the United States and the European Interactive Digital Advertising 

Alliance have developed a standard icon that consists of the letter i in a blue triangle. However, 

advertisers can use other forms of disclosure, such as pop-ups or text that explain OBA. 

Different academic studies have compared the effectiveness of OBA icons. […] Only one-quarter of 

the respondents remembered OBA disclosure icons (the standard icon and an “asterisk man” icon), 

and only 12% remembered seeing a tagline (e.g., “Why did I get this ad?” or “AdChoices”) and 

correctly selected the tagline they had seen from a list. In addition, none of the taglines were 

understood to be links to pages where you can make choices about OBA, nor did they increase 

knowledge about OBA. 

OBA knowledge and awareness 

Several academic studies show that consumers have little knowledge about OBA and hold 

misconceptions (Marreiros et al. 2015; McDonald and Cranor 2010; Smit, Van Noort, and Voorveld 

2014). Moreover, people have little insight into the extent to which their online behavior is tracked 

(Ur et al. 2012). Interestingly, the perception of having knowledge about OBA makes people more 

likely to perceive the effects of OBA as larger on others than on themselves (Ham and Nelson 2016). 

Even more confusion arises in regard to legal protections […]. These findings suggest there is 

information asymmetry: Companies know much about consumers, yet consumers know little about 

what happens to their personal data. 

Self-protection 

Research has shown that a minority of consumers do try to control their personal data […] However, 

despite taking such actions, it appears that people do not know why they do this (McDonald and 

Cranor 2010). Protective behavior does seem to depend on consumer characteristics: the more 
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concerned people are about their privacy, the more they try to protect their online privacy (Smit, Van 

Noort, and Voorveld 2014). Furthermore, consumers do not seem to understand the available tools 

and thus have difficulties protecting their online privacy (Cranor 2012; Leon, Ur, et al. 2012).  

Perceptions 

Some see the benefits of targeted ads (McDonald and Cranor 2010; Ur et al. 2012), but the majority 

seem to be skeptical toward OBA and find it invasive and “creepy” (Smit, Van Noort, and Voorveld 

2014; Ur et al. 2012). These negative perceptions and privacy concerns can be explained by social 

presence theory. Social presence describes the feeling of being with another in mediated 

communication (see Phelan, Lampe, and Resnick 2016). When a computer collects your data, it 

generates the same negative feelings as when another person looks over your shoulder as you 

browse (Phelan, Lampe, and Resnick 2016). Over the past decade, consumers have become more 

concerned about OBA practices and especially about their privacy. 

The notion of privacy calculus is often used to describe the process in which consumers assess the 

benefits and risks of OBA. The social exchange theory stems from psychology and proposes that 

people evaluate social exchanges in terms of costs and rewards. People are supposed to alter their 

behavior according to their evaluation and are expected to participate in social exchanges only when 

the rewards outweigh the costs […] Based on these theories, consumers should accept OBA only if 

the benefits (e.g., personal relevance) outweigh the costs or risks (e.g., privacy invasions). 

Consumer characteristics 

Responses to OBA also differ among consumers, and individual levels of privacy concerns are 

especially important. Multiple studies suggest that people with low levels of privacy concerns or less 

desire for privacy tend to be more positive toward OBA (e.g., Baek and Morimoto 2012; Miyazaki 

2008; Smit, Van Noort, and Voorveld 2014; Stanaland, Lwin, and Miyazaki 2011). Moreover, the level 

of privacy concern appears to moderate the effects of OBA on consumers’ advertising responses 

(e.g., Lee et al. 2015; Miyazaki 2008). 

Click-through intention and click-through rates 

- Several studies demonstrated that the level of personalization in OBA [positively] influences 

click-through intentions and clickthrough rates. 

- Hence, people seem to appreciate company transparency, and an icon can function as a cue 

to trust the advertiser and even positively affect advertising outcomes. Thus, this self-

regulatory approach does benefit advertisers but does not help consumers make informed 

decisions.  

Purchases and purchase intention 

They found that the effects of the different ads depended on the decision stage of the consumer, 

with OBA being more effective when consumers had narrowly construed preferences and thus had a 

greater focus on specific and detailed information. When preferences were still broad and people 

were in the early stages of a purchase decision, generic ads led to a higher likelihood of purchases 

(Lambrecht and Tucker 2013). → more likely to work in the search state than serve state 

OBA Acceptance and resistance 

- In addition to these advertising effects, empirical research has also examined which factors 

can explain OBA acceptance and avoidance. Baek and Morimoto (2012) found that privacy 

concerns and ad irritation both increase ad skepticism, which consequently leads to more 
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avoidance of OBA. In addition, the more consumers feel the ad is personalized for them (i.e., 

perceived personalization), the less they avoid the ad. 

- This finding suggests that consumers believe that receiving web services for “free” in return 

for use of their personal data is an acceptable trade-off. 

Cross-cultural differences? 

- Hardly any research → only research from specific regions (Europe)  

- The little bit of research on online privacy concerns, digital marketing and online behavioral 

advertising that does compare cultures suggests that there are surprisingly small differences 

between cultures. Probably also because this deals with a multifactorial dynamic where 

cultural differences on one dimension (e.g. privacy concerns) are mitigated by another 

dimension (e.g. trust in or perceived credibility of advertising) 

1.4 Data-driven campaigning 

 

- A time where there was a lot of concern about data privacy etc. 

o Definitely when it’s about political elections 

Abstract 

 

- Whether or not social media exists: if you always answer ‘it’s not true what he is saying 

because this and this is true’ during a presidential debate → that’s bad strategic 

communication: you should never talk about your opponent 

- Trump did a lot of good stuff online, but a lot wasn’t data driven campaigning 

o He listened well how his audience reacted to his Twitter posts 

▪ F.ex. They reacted better to a term like ‘fake’ than ‘crooked’ → simple 

barchart, not really data-driven (like the covert OBA) 
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- The money for the elections in the US comes mainly from sponsors → you attract, approach 

and interact with them through email marketing 

o But their email campaigns were very amateuristic 

- In political campaigning: you only have one shot so your digital advertising should be good 

2. Online Consumer Reviews 

- Credits Goele Aerts & Peeter Verlegh 

- Consumers are strong stakeholders in OBA 

2.1 Stakeholder model for online consumer reviews 

 

- EXAM: question: this type of digital marketing medium / situation: which stakeholders do 

you see and which stakes do they have? 

- Consumer: you wanting information 

o F.ex. to find out if the restaurant/product is good quality 

o You read the review from a reviewer: seems almost like a conversation 

- Reviewer: you do it when you think something is very bad or very good 

o Parasocial interaction 

o You want to be helpful to other people 

o On some online platforms, you can only see a review when you give a review 

yourself / you receive reviewer points or promotions 

o They typically tell a bit more details 

▪ Negative reviews: often also mention one positive thing to show that they’re 

human 

- “Advertiser”: they also have stakes in it 

o Some companies try to push that you leave behind reviews 

- Online review platform: we should distinguish in between platforms 

o Some webshops want valid reviews because they want to know so they are aware 

about their partnerships 

o Review platforms like Google Maps: for them it’s data about where we have been 

and how we feel etc. = extended version of likes = data → is reflected in SEO 

o Dedicated review platforms like Tripadvisor: if you’re reading reviews about a trip, 

the platforms know you’re interested in a trip to this region and advertisers know 

they should target you: the platform sells your data to the advertisers 
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▪ Secondhand websites: your data is very interesting for advertisers 

o They should stimulate the reviews because otherwise the readers will go to another 

platform for a review + should provide the form that the reader wants 

Online consumer reviews 

- Academic equivalent of death by KPI 

o You know a lot about one thing, but you forget there’s another reality where you 

should focus on 

- Some things are very easy to capture data of / to measure: 

o F.ex. correlation between star rating and how often product is sold 

o Traffic: how many people on the website? 

o For each person: how long are they on the website + at which page do they exist? 

▪ Measure if there are triggers that work better: constantly A-B tested 

- Facebook and Google know very well whether people were in a certain place due to geo 

location. Then they ask you: do you want to give reviews? 

o They know which triggers (f.ex. notifications) work, based on data from you in the 

past 

- But you should also want to measure specificities of the review 

o BUT: difficult to measure → they don’t do it 

- Internet facilitates interaction with others (Goldsmith, 2006; Hennig-Thurau, Gwinner, 

Walsh, & Gremler, 2004) 

- Reviews contain some graphical and textual elements that consumers use to evaluate the 

reliability (Benedicktus, Brady, Darke, & Voorhees, 2010; Schlosser, 2011; Willemsen, Neijens, 

Bronner, & de Ridder, 2011) 

e-WOM 

 

- Despite issues of fake reviews, a rather trusted/genuine source of info 

- People are persuaded by amount of reviews/ratings, rating score, review content, etc. 

- Lots of research on how to motivate for reviews/ratings, lots of research on effects on 

consumers, but little attention to conversational dynamics between reviewer and reader 
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Construal Level Theory 

 

- An example: “The laptop I bought combines powerful performance and a great keyboard 

with new eyetracking technology for a genuinely innovative experience. I love it, I 

recommend it.” (concrete). 

- As opposed to: “This laptop is easy-in-use!” (abstract). 

- As humans we react different to these two kind of statements 

o First one: low construal level 

o Second one: high construal level 

- When readers are higher in the consumer cycle (closer to the act of buying/booking), they 

have a much more specific mindset → more specific questions 

o F.ex. TV: measurements 

o That’s why review platforms should focus more on these language dynamics 

Aerts et al. (2017) 

- Slides are enough, paper link for additional 

reading 

- Content analysis with N = 400 

- 8 review websites (e.g. Amazon Epinions, 

Kieskeurig, iens, Qype, Rate it all, 

Tripadvisor and Yelp) 

- They measured it first manually 

- Fills existing research gap and responds to 

the need to gain more insight to review and 

review website characteristics such as f.i. 

design 

- Consists of real life data that reveal factors 

which encourage people to read and write 

online reviews and are linked to language 

use in WOM 

- They looked at how concrete vs. how 

abstract reviews were on platforms 

o The platforms differed on how they captured reviews (f.ex. simple box for review, 

splitting up different parts of customer experience, star rating at the beginning of 

end) 

o The different architecture of the review platforms leads to more or less informative 

reviews 

- Not so crystal clear that negative reviews are more detailed 
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o But if you have concrete elements that elicit concrete reviews → this indeed 

happens 

 

 

- Language abstraction was somewhat correlated with valence (.24) 

o But not a super big correlation 

o Some inclination that positive reviews are a bit more abstract formulated than 

negative reviews 

o Review platforms should think about how to elicit more concrete positive reviews 

and abstract negative reviews 

- Variables: 

o Reviewer identification: anonymous or not 

o Reviewer status: if you had a kind of ranking 

o Order of instructions: whether the star rating was before or after the review 

o Length instructions: your review needs to have a least these many words or 

characters 

 

- H1: Publicly saying something (not anonymous): reviewer feels more accountable → review 

is more specific 

o Strong significant effect (3***), but only .16 

o If you force people to identify themselves → you have more concrete reviews 

- H2: if you’re the expert reviewer, you feel like you don’t have to explain everything (“trust 

me when I say it’s good”) → more abstract reviews 

- H3: no difference in the place of the star ranking 
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- H4: length instructions → more concrete reviews 

- H5: abstract language leads to positive reviews 

An experimental demonstration (course material) 

 

- Demonstrating it’s a causal effect, not just a correlation 

- Including things that take care of more concrete reviews → they cause more concrete 

reviews → are valued better by reviewers 

Conversational dynamics 

- Reviews not written in a void (leegte) 

- Review based on and shaped by… 

o Product/service experience 

▪ You’re triggered to write a review 

o Design cues on the review platform 

o Language and contents of previous reviews 

- Reviews are mostly on a continuum (negative – positive) 

o Whereas real consumer experiences would follow a normal distribution, with most 

people slightly on a positive side 

o Online consumer reviews typically have a distribution where there’s a substantial 

group of negative comments and a substantial group of positive comments 

▪ Not many neutral people 

- Conversational dynamic: if multiple people already mentioned good stuff, you’re not going to 

repeat this 

o So the level of concrete vs. abstract will depend on what you read of the ones before 

you 

o Comparison with conversation on a party 

Theoretical background 

- Recency effect: In eWOM contexts, it has been argued that review sequence matters not 

only in prospective customers’ buying behavior and perceived usefulness (Purnawirawan, 

Dens, & De Pelsmacker, 2012), but also in how the subsequent reviewers will write 

comments. 
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- Communication Accomodation Theory: People mimic each other’s behaviors in social 

interaction, which aids in learning to replicate actions and betters language comprehension. 

o If the talk is concrete, you’re probably inclined to also adding concrete things 

yourself 

- Linguistic style matching: The words someone uses covary with the words someone else 

uses on the reciprocity level but on the broader conversational level as well. 

o People try to mimic one another in the language style that has been used 

Hypotheses 

- Hypothesis 1 (H1): A previous concrete review will decrease the psychological distance 

towards the product and will lead to a next more concrete written review 

- Hypothesis 2a (H2a): A previous concrete review has a more positive effect on agreement 

with the reviewer 

- Hypothesis 2b (H2b): A previous concrete review leads to a more positive attitude towards 

the reviewer 

- Hypothesis 2c (H2c): Agreement with the reviewer mediates the effect of the level of 

abstractness in a previous review on consumer’s attitude towards the reviewer 

- Hypotheses 3a (H3a): A previous concrete review leads to a higher star rating of the product 

- Hypotheses 3b (H3b): A previous concrete review leads to a more positive attitude towards 

the product 

- Hypothesis 3c (H3c): A previous concrete review leads to a higher willingness to purchase 

the product 

- Hypothesis 3d (H3d): A previous concrete review leads to a higher willingness to recommend 

the product 

 

*Dependent variables instead of independent variables 


